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CHAIRMANS WELCOME
As I’m writing
this, we’re just 4
weeks away from
the
Annual
Summer
Open
Day. Hopefully,
the weather will
be much kinder
to us than last
year and we’ll be able to put on a
great range of aerial activities as
well as the usual ground-base
stalls and attractions. As always,
we need a load of volunteer help
to stage everything so if you’d
like to get involved, please come
along to the Planning Evenings
and you’ll get some jobs to do!
Over the past three months or so
we’ve held a number of
memorable events – Sue
Freeman, the Scottish Ambulance
Service, unveiling the Women in
the Air Signature Board plus the
Glenrothes Fire Service (on a
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very wet and miserable
evening). All in all, they were
well attended, which is
encouraging so hopefully we can
continue that through the
summer months.
The first successful fly-out this
year (20th May) was to Carlisle

AWARDS

FIRST SOLO
Kirsty Thompson
Calum Walker

XCQ
KevanShaw
Darren Agnew

Airport. Four aircraft made the
trip with 11 pilots and
passengers on board. There’s a
full article about the trip in this
newsletter but it was a great trip,
the weather was fantastic and it
was great to see such interest

from so many students.
You’ll see the excavation works
outside the Tipsy Nipper as the
foundations are laid for the new
portacabin to house the flying
training and operations (in fact,
by the time you read this, it
might all be done!). This is the
first stage in the planned
refurbishment in and around the
Tipsy Nipper itself and over the
coming months, further works
will be starting as the interior
layout is restructured. I’m sure
Julia and the staff will appreciate
your patience and understanding
during the upheaval, which
hopefully will not detract too
much from their normal
activities.
Remember the Open Day – if you
can help out, please let me know
but do come along and support it
as it’s usually a great day out for
the whole family.
Enjoy your flying!
Peter Crabb - FFC Chairman
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CARLISLE AND BACK ON A FANTASTIC SUNNY DAY
By Peter Crabb.

Sunday 20th May 2012 –
10.00am – folks started
gathering at the airfield
with a feeling of anticipation in the air. For once,
we’d managed to arrange
a fly-out and the weather
was threatening to be
kind to us and actually let
us go! Four aircraft and
11 pilots & passengers
were intent on making
the journey abroad (well,
south of the border at

. . . , I was halfway
round an orbit
and pointing
north when I get
HEADLINE
my clearance to
..
Docross
you .know

where you
are?

least!): G-BBTH, G-BGKS
(the new Warrior), GBITF and G-BKUE.
We had to be away in
time to arrive at Carlisle
no later than 12.00 noon
as Carlisle
ATC was to
close for an
hour, so
that meant
being off
the ground
by 10.3010.45 at the
l a t e s t .
Craig helpf u l l y
phoned
Edinburgh ATC and
warned them that a
squadron of light aircraft
were shortly to be asking
to transit the EDI Zone
from Kelty to West Linton,
which meant that by the
time I got in the air and
switched to 121.2 MHz, I
was met with an immediate “I have your details
and your transit’s approved ..... “ – so much
easier (thanks Craig) but
I guess it also made the

ATC controller’s life easier by not having to listen
to multiple Zone Transit
requests!
Approaching the Bridges
and talking to EDI Tower
now, I was asked to orbit
north of the airfield as
they had 2 or 3 aircraft
landing and taking off. GBGKS behind me was also
asked to orbit and as my
luck would have it, I was
halfway round an orbit
and pointing north when I
get my clearance to cross
the 06 threshold and report south of the runway ..... hey ho!
With Edinburgh Airfield
well behind me and
warnings of gliding activity at Kirknewton and
parascenders on the
Pentlands, I track a good
nit east of my intended
track for West Linton and
end up almost at Penicuik. I decided to turn
right to get back on track
for West Linton, although

I guess I could have just
headed straight south
and not bothered about
my declared intention. GBGKS took a more direct
line and ended up in front
of us for the rest of the
trip but we had them in
sight for most of the time!
The aviation museum at
Carlisle is definitely
worth a visit. A lot of it is
WWII memorabilia and
perhaps one of the most
interesting bits of trivia

that we noticed was on a
couple of aviation charts
from 1942 that showed
the magnetic variance
back then to have been
12 degrees (against 3.5
degrees today)! Some of
the display aircraft at
Carlisle are fascinating to
crawl all over and get a
real sense of what flying
must have been like
some 50 or 60 years ago.
Of course, the Vulcan
kind of dwarfs the others
(literally!) and it was fantastic to get to sit in the
flight deck and imagine
what it would have been
like to actually fly the
thing. I remember standing on the beach near
North Berwick as a kid
around 1970 or so and
watching a Vulcan fly by.
The sheer size of it with
its delta wings gave the
palpable illusion of it flying extremely slowly – so
slowly you wondered
how it stayed in the air!
After refuelling with
burgers
and chips
in the airport cafe,
we headed
back to the
aircraft for
the return
flight home
(with a Jet
Provost
arriving and refuelling as
we were preparing to
go). Kevan Shaw suggested we take a more
scenic route home by
heading for North Berwick and avoiding the
Edinburgh Zone, which
we and a couple of the
others did. It was more or
less a straight track from
Carlisle via Hawick, Galashiels and Lauder to
North Berwick before
cr o ssin g th e Fo r th to

Earlsferry and back into
Fife.
All in all, it was a great
day out and many thanks
are due to Craig and
David for organising the
day. Fantastic weather, a
great trip to a great destination with a good crowd
of people – what more do
you want from a fly-out?

Club Events
Thu 07 June 7:15pm
Committee
Meeting
Open Day Planning
plus usual committee
affairs.
—————Sat 16 June - 10am3pm
Open Day & Fly In
This promises to be
the biggest best
open day we’ve ever
had.
—————Tue 26 June - Evening
Planes & Flames
BBQ Fife/Crail
—————Sat 05 July 7:15pm
Committee
Meeting
—————Thu 19 July
Club Night
(all suggested
themes considered)
—————-

Have you got your FFC
badge yet? Only £1.50 for
members, £2 for visitors.
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HOW SOON IS NOW - TO BE AN AIRLINE PILOT PT 1
By John Punteny.
Like most, my fascination with
flying began at a young age. For
me, it was listening to stories
from my Great Uncle, who flew
Spitfires and Typhoons in the
Second World War and my dad,
who flew Hueys in Vietnam. My
first trip to the Leuchars Airshow
in 1992 was my first real time of
seeing planes up close and that
pretty much sealed it. My first
time flying, however, was a completely different story. The quick
hop from Edinburgh to London
later that same year was pretty
much spent with me screaming
my head off, so my parents
probably thought it unlikely that
I‟d ever want to pursue a career
as a pilot.
When I was at high school I decided that becoming a pilot was
all I wanted to do. I was good at
maths & physics, the other options the careers advisor came
up with didn‟t sound very appealing. My guidance teacher
once said he doubted I‟d ever
make it through the training or be
able to handle the lifestyle, but
still I wanted to continue. I finished high school in 2004 and
went to The University of Glasgow to study Aeronautical Engineering. My parents said I was
going to University, no discussion, so why not study that ?
Well it was 4 years of very hard
work, late nights (some in the
union, some not!) and brain
numbing maths, but I got there
and graduated as a Bachelor of
Engineering with Honours in
summer 2008.
Whilst at University I started researching how I would then go
about training as a pilot. It all began with a trial lesson at Fife Airport which I got for Christmas
and from there I was definitely
hooked. I then began learning to
fly a Cessna 152 in earnest in
summer 2005, getting a lesson

for my birthday, Christmas or
when my savings allowed me
to have one. I had a summer
job in a hotel throughout University and then spent one
summer working in the kitchen
at Fife Airport, so the funding
was getting sorted. My Great
Uncle, who had been such an
inspiration for years also left
me the money for PPL training
when he sadly passed away in
2006. From then on I knew I
had another motive for completing the training, not just for
me and career progression,
but I had always promised to
take him flying when I eventually gained my licence. Eventually, I was able to start full
time training during University
holidays and I gained my PPL
at the end of 2007, just in time
for finishing uni.
From University, I applied to
be on the CTC Wings Cadet
scheme, which is an integrated
training route to becoming a
Commercial Pilot from little or
no previous experience. The
application stage was pretty
much a full on selection process, similar to what an airline
would put candidates through.

The 2 day process consisted of a
maths test, computer based aptitude test, group interaction exercises and finally an interview all
on day 1.
Day 2 was an assessment in a
Boeing 737-300 simulator. It was
pretty full on and it was a good
feeling when the phone call
came through to say I‟d passed
and I was on my way to New
Zealand 6 weeks later to start
basic training.
Basic training was conducted in
Hamilton on New Zealand‟s North
Island. I was in a class of 14 others
all wanting to one day be airline
pilots as well. In total, we spent 14
months there, studying for the 14
ATPL written exams as well as the
flying training, basically comprising
of the PPL syllabus and up to single
engine CPL level in the Cessna 172
~ before moving onto the Diamond
DA42 Twin Star for multi-engine
training to sit the CPL skills test and
then begin training for the Instrument Rating. I have to say that the
flying we got to enjoy in New Zealand was incredible. The scenery is
only paralleled by certain areas
around the West Coast of Scotland
or up into the highlands, it‟s an extraordinarily beautiful country with
great people and a tremendous way
of life. My only regret was that I
didn‟t get to see more of the coun-

Edinburgh Tower Welcome Visitors
In the spirit of maintaining strong links with our twin, Tayside Flying Club, but mainly
because I missed our similar visit last year I went along to a tour of the Edinburgh ATC
Tower recently with members of our sister club.
I can thoroughly recommend it particularly if you are perhaps a little apprehensive
calling Edinburgh up for a clearance. Many hints and tips and background information
on recent events/or incidents. The visits are the initiative of James Hogg who is an Assistant ATC there. He pointed out that since the visits were started there had been no
accidental incursions into the Edinburgh Zone so he was keen to keep them going.
One key point to think about was that whilst it is not necessary to telephone prior to
an R/T request for a zone crossing; James demonstrated how they need to complete
an ‘electronic’ strip as soon as you call up. This in itself is not a problem but if they are
busy you might experience a delay and at worst a refusal and that if you telephone
beforehand they can have the electronic strip already completed – this makes things
easier and quicker.
In terms of requests like orbits or special route requests or anything else there main
message was that we ask and we are strongly encouraged to ‘talk to them’ they didn’t
appear to be the ogres some of us picture. On zone busts again the main thing was not
to penalise the pilot but to follow up and understand how the incursion happened so
that they can improve safety for all of us. Generally speaking they prefer to handle
these things themselves rather than escalate it up to the CAA.
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Open Day Prize Raffle
Members will know that Fife
Flying Club are proud to support
local charities and part of that
support is provided through
contributions from the proceeds
events and activities we hold
during the year including the
Open Day raffle.
This year we are delighted to
have received an unrivalled set
of prize contributions from
some the very generous organisations listed below and we
would like to express our heartfelt thanks to all of them.
Tandem Parachute Jump
St Andrews Skydive

Simulator Experience
Tayside Aviation

Airbox Aware GPS
irbox Aerospace

SkyDemon Flight Planning
Subscription

Dinner For Two
Tormaukin Hotel, Glendevon

Velocity Driver Gradient
Sunglasses
Serengetti Eyewear

MEET THE MEMBERS FIVE MINUTE INTERVIEW - MALCOLM SLORA
First flight (Passenger): 1967 BEA –
I Can’t remember the type!
First flight (At controls): July 2004.
Favourite Aircraft: KingAir.
Favourite holiday destination:
Caribean Island of St. Thomas.
Favourite sport: Football.
Logged hours: 225.
Favorite Destination In Log book: Peterhead.
Actor to play your life story: Kevin Spacey.
Favourite film: Zulu.
Joke: A rat visits a music shop; asks “Have you any mouse organs”?
The assistant replies “You’re the second rat that’s asked that today”;
“Oh” he replied, “that must have been our Monica!”
Favourite cuisine: Surf & Turf.
Best airline flown: British Airways.
Dream dinner guests: Michael Cane & Sigourney Weaver.
Dream car: Rolls Royce.
Favourite book/author: “Helicopter Dreams” by Ron Ferguson.
Worst Job: Tractor Driver with Fife Council in winter.
Birth place: Dunfermline.
Favourite song/band artist: “Try A Little Kindness” by Glen
Campbell.

Latest CAA Word On
The IMC Rating
"On conversion to a PartFCL aeroplane licence,
the holder of a UKissued aeroplane licence
that includes the privileges
of the UK IMCR prior to
8th April 2014 will have a
Restricted IR included in
the Part FCL licence. The
privileges of the IR(R) shall
be identical to those of the
UK IMCR and the IR(R) will
be valid in UK airspace
only. The validity of the IR
(R) entered in a Part-FCL
licence shall be subject to
the same revalidation and
renewal requirements that
apply to the UK IMCR"

CONTRIBUTIONS
The committee are always
keen to receive comments,
suggestions. Everything we
do is aimed at improving the
club. We can't do it alone
so please email Peter at
chairman@fifeflyingclub.co.uk.
Also if you have any articles
for the newsletter please
send to Garrick via the
website at
www.fifeflyingclub.co.uk.

